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0. Introduction
In this article I will show how the device of case shifting simplifies the
processes of case assignment involving complex verbs in Korean. I will
show that such complex verbs as passives and causatives are derived at the
lexical or phrasal level, not at the sentential or clausal level. I will also
show that the assignment of cases to noun phrases is not configurationally
dependent. For the present treatment, I will adopt a grammar system R-
PTQ, a revised version of Montague's(1974) PTQ, that I proposed in my
earlier papers (1981a, b) .
1. Theoretical Framework
My proposed . system RPTQ was shown to accommodate case assignment
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and free concatenation in Korean. Korean word order is relatively free,
resulting from free concatenation of a verb phrase with its argument term
phrases. This concatenation is, however, strictly constrained in RPTQ by
case indexing of verb phrases. Both basic and derived verb phrases are
subcategorized with respect to case indices that indicate what cases are
admissible for concatenation. Besides case indexing of verb phrases, RPTQ
employs two other operations of case marking and case shifting: case marking
assigns cases to term phrases, while case shifting reassigns case indices to
derived complex verb phrases. The present work is particularly concerned
with the device of case shifiting.
1. 1. Categories and Case Indexing
RPTQ defines denumerably many basic categories and derives other cate
gories recursively.
(1) Categories
(i) 0 is a category.
(ii) Any natural number n is a category.
(iii) If A is a category, then A' is a category.
(iv) If A and B are categories, then (A,B) is a category.
The basic category 0 corresponds to the category t in PTQ denoting a
truth value, while each natural number 1, 2, 3, corresponds to the cate-
gory e in PTQ denoting an individual entity. The derived category A'
differs from the category A only syntactically, both having the same type of
denotation. The category (A,B) is also a derived category that corresponds
to B/A or B//A in PTQ denoting a function from objects of the semantic
type corresponding to the syntactic category A to objects of the semantic
type corresponding to the syntactic category B.
The term phrase category (t/(t/e)) in PTQ is thus defined in RPTQ as
((n,0), 0) or simply n*, the /V-category, as (n, 0) ; and the TV-category,
as (m*, (n, 0)), where m and n are both entity category variables. Instead
of slashes, RPTQ uses parentheses so that syntactic categories of the form
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(A ,B) are easily converted to their corresponding semantic types <<s, f(A)> ,
f (13)>
The multiple slash notation used in PTQ is no longer needed in RPTQ.
Instead, RPTQ employs particular parameters ranging over natural numbers,
or ordinal numbers other than 0, for defining certain categories. Categories
CN (common nouns) and AP (extensional adjectival phrases) may be defin-
ed as categories (c, 0) and (a, 0) , resepctively. Although they differ syntac-
tically, they have the same type of denotation, each denoting a set of
individuals; for the parameters c and a both stand for nonzero ordinal
numbers denoting entities.
Some of the typical categories of RPTQ may be listed below:
(2) Common Categories
RPTQ	 Abbreviation	 PTQ	 Description
0
	 t	 sentence
e	 entity category
(n, 0)	 IV	 t/e	 intransitive verb
(c, 0)	 CN	 tHe	 common noun
(a, 0)	 AP	 extensionaal
adjectival phrase
(n', 0)	 DV	 description verb
( (n, 0) , 0)	 T, or n*	 t/ (t/e)	 term phrase
(m*, (n, 0) )	 TV	 transitive verb
In the present treatment I will adopt the following two abbreviatory
conventions:
(3) Conventions
(i) the star convention:
(ii) right associativity
By the star* convention we abbreviate the category ((n, 0) , 0) as n*, as
already shown in (2) . Secondly, whenever no amibiguity arises, we erase
parentheses and commas by the convention of right associativity. We thus
represent (n, 0) and (m*, (n, 0)) as nO and m*n0, respectively. But note
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that a category ( (I, 0)', (1, C)) , for instance, must be represented as (10)'
10 but not as 10'10. The latter is an abbreviation of the category (1, (0',
(1, 0))) .
We now set up some specific categories and their basic expressions in
Korean.
(4) Basic Expressions of Korean
Bn*= {John, Mary, Seoul, ...}
B10 = feuk-die, nol-play, -.1
B1 - 0= {hiri-be cloudy, yep'}-be pretty, ...}
13,0= {namea-male, yaea-female, holagi-tiger,
B2*10= {mak-eat, cap-catch, salagha-love, ...}
B3*2*10= 	...}
{ha-have (factitive) , ...}
BA'A= {sigh-like, ...} , where A is any verb phrase category.
1. 2. Case Marking and Concatenation
Term phrases belong to the category n* without any case marking. They
are assigned specific grammatical cases by case marking rules. The term.
phrase Mary, for instance, of the category n* may be assigned the nomina-
tive, accusative or dative case index, thus taking a new category 1*, 2*,
or 3*, respectively. These case indices again take specific case particles
used in each particular language. In Korean, for instance, the term phrase
Mary of the category 1* takes a nominative case particle ka, the term
phrase of 2*, an accusative case particle ill, and the term phrase of 3*, a
dative case particle eke.
The following is such a case marking rule:
(5) Case Marking
S1: F1, ( [a].)
 =-- Ea-Ki m, where K=ka (Nom) if m=1,
=11-1 (Acc) if m=2,
=eke (Dat) if m=3.
T1: Fi , m ([a]n)	 where a' is the translation of a.
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This case marking rule simply adjoins a case particle to a term phrase
(Mary) of the category n*, replacing the parameter n with a case index.
This process may be represented by the following trees.
(6) a. [Mary-ka] 1*
[Mary] n*
b.	 1*
K
1
Mary ka
These trees are equivalent, (6a) being a Montague tree and (6b) a phrase
structure tree. Note that this case marking rule is context-free and is con-
figurationally independent.
Case marking does not change denotation so that case-marked term
phrases retain the original denotations of their corresponding term phrases
without case indices or particles. The term phrases [Mary-ka] 1*, [Mary-
1111 2*, and [Mary-eke] 3* are of different syntactic categories but all have
the same semantic type ((s, <e, , t> denoting a set of properties of an indi-
vidual. Hence, cases affect no denotation of the term phrases which they
are adjoined to.
Concatenated with an appropriate type of verb phrase, case-marked term
phrases form more complex phrases. A verb phrase of the category 10 may
concatenate with a term phrase of the category 1* and form a sentence of
the category 0. The following is an example representing such a deriva-
tion:
(7) HMary-ka] i* [nonta]1010 m	1`Mary plays'
play
[Mary]n*
This can again be replaced by an equivalent phrase structure tree like:
(8) 0
1*	 10
n*
Mary ka nonta
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Concatenation of a verb phrase with a term phrase is strictly constrained
in RPTQ. It operates only when one of the case indices contained in the
category of a verb phrase is erased by the same case index of a term
phrase. Thus the following derivations are ill-formed:
(9) a. *[ [Mary-1}l] 2* [nonta] 10]
b. *E[Mary-eke] 3* [Mary-ka nonta]o]
However, the following concatenations are both acceptable:
(10) a. HJohn-111 2* Esalaohantitiefiolio 'love John'
b. HMary-ka] 1* [salaohanta] 2*10, 20 'Mary loves'
These concatenations are well-formed because the case index of each term
phrase occurs in the category of the verb phrase and erases the correspond-
ing case index in the verb category.
Although concatenation is constrained by the matching and erasure of
case indices, it operates freely. In (10a), the leftmost index 2 matches
with the case index of the term phrase [John-11] 2* and is thus erased in
the process of concatenation that derives [John-11 salaghanta] 10 . On the
other hand, the case index 1 in the verbal category 2*10 is erased in (lob).
These in turn derive the following well-formed sentences:
(11) a. Milary-kaL* [John-il salaghanta] 10,0
'Mary loves John'
b. HJohn-11] 2* [Mary-ka salaghanta]120, 0
`Mary loves John'
Note that these sentences are examples of scrambling but that they are
derivable in RPTQ by simple concatenation.
RPTQ contains the following rules of concatenation.
(12) Sentence Formation
S4: F4
 (cain*, cigino)=CaP/90
where p" is the present tense declarative form of j3.
T4: Translation: a' (Apo
(13) 1 V-Derivation
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S5 : (i) F5,m Eal m*, [P] m*.o) = [ala] .0
(ii) F5, ( [a] n*, [13] m*.0) = [4] m0
T5 : Translation') (i) Ax n [a' ("Axinfi i*
 (xn, xm)
(ii) AXm [a' (^Axi,p'*(x„, x,n))]
These rules along with the case marking rule derive the following analysis
tree:
(14) John-11 Mary-ka salaghanta,
John-112*	 Mary-ka salaghanta20
Johnn*	 Mary-kalif salaghantaocio
1	 love
Maryn*
It will easily be shown that (14) yields the following translation:
(15) salaghanta'* (m, j)
It will also be shown that (15) is logically equivalent to the translation
of (11b). RPTQ thus successfully illustrates how the logical equivalence
or synonymy of so-called scrambled sentences in Korean and possibly other
case-marking languages can be captured without any transformational rule
of scrambling or permutation. Scrambling of term phrases in a sentence in
Korean results from free concatenation in RPTQ.
2. Case Shifting and Complex Verbs
In this section, I shall show that, in Korean, complex verbs like passives
and causatives are formed at the lexical level by case shifting. Case shifting
1) p' is an extensional two-place predicate expressing a relation between indi-
viduals of the type <e, <e, t>> corresponding to the translation p• of a tran-
sitive verb p of the category (2*, (1, 0)). For the non-reduced higher pred-
icate p' expressing a two-place relation between an individual and an indi-
vidual property, we have the following translation rules corresponding to
(i) and (ii), respectively:
(i) 49 1 (^a')
(ii) CAA nP'	 [x.) )) ("a')
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reshuffles case indices in deriving complex verb phrases.
2. 1. Inchoatives, passives, and causatives are easily formed by adding
appropriate suffixes to verb stems. Here are some of the examples in
Korean:
(16) a. hiri-Airi-aci
be cloudy Inchoative
`become cloudy'
b. yep'!-4yep'-aci
be pretty become pretty
(17) a. cap-'cap-hi
catch catch Passive
`be caught'
b. mak---mak-hi
eat	 be eaten
(18) a. euk---+euk-i
die Causative
`cause someone to die'
b. mak-mak-i
eat	 'cause someone to eat'
The formation of inchoatives in Korean are restricted to stative verbs
such as description verbs of the category (1', 0) or some complex verbs
derived from action verbs of the category (1, 0) . The verbs hiri and yep'}
are description verbs of the category (1', 0) syntactically distinguished from
action verbs of the category (1, 0) . Here are some examples of inchoatives
derived from action verbs:
(19) a, mak-mak-hi-mak-hi-aci
eat	 Passive Inchoative
`become eaten'
b. phul--phul-li--+phul-li-aci
solve Passive Inchoative
`becom solved'
No case shifting, however, occurs in the formation of inchoatives, though
there is a meaning difference between inchoatives and their original verbs.
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This can be illustrated by the following analysis and its corresponding
translation:
(20) a. Analysis: yep'-aci (1,0) `become pretty'
YeP' i (1',O)
be pretty
b. Translation: 2) Ax BECOME yep'} (x)
Case shifting occurs in deriving passives and causatives. Here are some
examples:
(21) a. Passive: cap-hi(3*, (1,0)) 'be caught'
cap (2*, (1,0) )
catch
b. Causative: Cuk-i (2*, « ,0)) 'cause someone to die'
euki
 (1,0)
die
The passive form cap-hi is derived from a transitive verb cap of the cat-
egory (2*, (1, 0)), where the suffix hi is a passive marker. In this process,
the case index of the original verb changes to the category (3*, (1, 0)).
Corresponding to this syntactic process, there is a translation rule that
explicitly indicates how case shifting occurs. The following is a rule for
deriving passives:
(22) Passive Formation
Rule 05 F05 (5g1 (2*, (1,0) ) = [j3"] (3*, (1,0))
where /3" is the passive form of A.
Translation: AhAx i [1.3 {x3 P'* (x3, x 1 )) ]
The above translation indicates that, in the passive form, the agent phrase
of an original active verb is now marked with the case index 3, and its
patient phrase, with the case index 1. Thus case shifting occurs as shown
2) For the notion of the sentential operator BECOME, see Dowty(1979:
145).
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below:
(23) Cap-hi (3*, (1,0) )
N,/
' /\
cap (2*, (1,0) )
In (23), the nominative case index 1 shifts to the dative index 3, and
the accusative case index 2, to the nominative case index 1 as an active
verb form changes to the passive form. This case shifting preserves the
synonymy of active sentences and their corresponding passive sentences.
The following is an example:
(24) a. Mary-ka horagi-111 eapasstao 'Mary caught a tiger'
Mary-kalif	 horaiji-lil eapassta(1,c)
Mary.* horagi-111 2* capassta 1 2*,(  , (1,0) )
caught
horagin*
tiger
b. horagi-ka Mary-eke caphiasstao 'A tiger was caught by
Mary'
horagi-kai*	 Mary-eke caphiassta (1 , 0)
horanin* Mary-eke3* caphiassta (3*, (1,0) )
tiger	 I	 I
Maryn*	 capassta (2*, (1,0) )
caught
On the basis of these derivations, we can obtain the following translations:
(25) a. Vx EhoragF(x)A eapVm, x)]
b. APVx Ehoragi' (X) A P {x} ("Als3Ax1C/3 {R3 eaP'* (x3, x1) } (CT {in} )])
(25a) is the translation of the active sentence (24a) , and (25b) , that of
the passive sentence (24b) . It can easily be shown that (25b) can be
converted to (25a) by repeated application of lambda conversion and that
these two are thus logically equivalent.
In the case of causative formation, case shifting occurs as shown sche-
matically below:
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(26) euk-i (2*, (1,0) )
euk1,0)
die
In order to derive a causative verb Cuk-i, the suffix i is adjoined to the
verb stem euk. In the process, the category index of euk (1, 0) changes
to the index (2*, (1, 0) ) so that the verb is transitivized. It is again guar-
anteed at the level of translation that the nominative case 1 shifts to the
accusative case 2, and that another nominative case-marked term phrase is
introduced.
We now have a rule for deriving a causative verb from an action verb
of the category (1, 0) :
(27) Causative Formation (i)
Rule 06 F06 ( [P] (1,0) )	 [Ign] (2*, (1,0) )
where j3" is the causative form of (3.
Translation: 3) ANxg {Sr VII (x) CAUSE p/ (y)])
With this rule, we can now derive the following causative sentence and
obtain its translation:
(28) Mary-ka horagi-111 eukiassta.
tiger	 die Cause
`Mary killed a tiger'
(29) Vx[horaoi/(x) A VIII' { CAUSE exile (x)
It is also possible to derive a causative verb from a transitive verb of
the category (2*, (1, 0)). Here is an example:
(30) mak-i
	
(3*, (2*, (1, 0)) ) 'cause someone to eat something'
1	 1
mak (2*, (1, 0))
eat
3) For the discussion of truth conditions for CAUSE, see Dowty (1979: 191,
n. 17).
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The causative verb maki will have the following translation:
(31) .1 84,32522/03 {)13 [VP[P {x 1} CAUSE p, (x3 , 52) ]]}
where /3' is the translation of the verb mak-eat.
We can now derive the following sentence:
(32) Mary-ka horagi-eke tot-}l makiassta.
stone
`Mary made a tiger eat a stone'
(33) is its translation:
(33) Vx[horagi'(x) A VP [P ) CAUSE makVx, y)]]
In deriving passive or causative verbs, we have introduced the device of
marking case shift and assigned appropriate case indices to these verbs.
Consequently, both passive and causative sentences can be derived like any
other simple sentences by ordinary concatenation rules, marking their sub-
jects and objects and any other term phrases with appropriate case particles.
But it must be noted that the device of marking case shift is nothing but
a simple result of specifying the category of each verb phrase with case
indices.
2. 2. Case shifting also occurs in periphrastic constructions such as facti-
tives and desideratives in Korean. The factitive verb ha, for instance,
concatenates with various types of verbal complements to form a factitive
construction. Here are examples:
(34) a. euk-ke ha
die Comp make
`make someone die'
b. mak-ke ha
eat Comp make
`make someone eat something'
These factitive phrases concatenate with appropriately case-marked term
phrases to form sentences as shown below:
(35) a. Mary-ka horagi-lil euk-ke hayassta.
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`Mary made a tiger die'
b. Mary-ka horagi-eke tol-il mak-ke hayassta.
tiger	 stone eat Comp make Past
`Mary made a tiger eat a stone'
To derive these sentences, we assign the following case indices to the fac-
titive phrases (34a) and (34b), respectively:
(36) a. euk-ke ha (2*, (1,0))
b. mak-ke ha (3*, (2*, (1,0)) )
Note that (36a) has the same category index ' as the causative phrase
Euk-i of the category (2*, (1, 0)) and (36b), the same as the causative
phrase mak-i of the category (3*, (2*, (1, 0))). They also have the same
translations as will be seen soon. However, they differ from each other in
case assignment. Compare:
(37) a. Mary-ka horaDi-ka &k-ke hayassta.
a'. Mary-ka horani-/i/ e'uk-ke hayassta.
b. *Mary-ka horapi-ka &kiassta.
b'. Mary-ka horapi-lil eukiassta.
(38) a. Mary-ka horani-eke tol-il makke hayassta.
a'. Mary-ka horani-/i/ tol-il makke hayassta.
a". Mary-ka horani-ka tol-il makke hayassta.
b. Mary-ka horani-eke tol-il makiassta.
b'. Mary-ka horapi-/i/ tol-il makiassta.
b". *Mary-ka horapi-ka tol-il makiassta.
The periphrastic factitive form cukke ha has the subject, or experiencer,
phrase horal3i of the verb Cuk-die marked with either a nominative or an
accusative case, whereas the causative Zuk-i has the subject, or experiencer,
phrase of euk marked with an accusative case only. Similarly in (38), the
periphrastic form makke ha has the agent phrase horaoi of the verb
mak-eat marked with either a dative, an accusative, or a nominative case,
but in the causative sentence with the verb maki only the dative and
accusative cases are assigned to the agent phrase of the verb mak-eat.
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RPTQ can account for these variations of case assignment by setting up
various complement categories and also by subcategorizing the factitive verbs
like ha as either belonging to the category (A, (1, 0)) , (A, (2*, (1, 0)) ) ,
or (A, (3*, (2*, (1, ))) , where A is the category of a given complement.
We first introduce a rule of complementation (i) and then a rule of facti-
tive construction.
(39) Complementation (i)
Rule 50 F50 ( [0] A) = [0-ke] A'
where the verbal suffix ke is a complementizer and A
is either the category 0, (1, 0) , or (2*, (1, 0)).
Translation: identity mapping.
This rule sets up three categories of complementation: 0', (1, 0) and
(2*, (1, 0) )'. Here are also some examples of complement phrases:
(40) a. horagi-ktt Cuk-keo-
horagi-ka euko
b. Euk-ke (i,or
c. mak-ke*(2 , (1, 0)
The following is a rule of factitive construction:
(41) Causative or Factitive Construction
Rule 60 F60 (
	
C, [5] cc, B)) = [08] B
where S is ha; C is a complement category specified in
Rule 50; and B is (1, 0) if C is 0', (2*, (1, 0)) if C is
(1, 0) ', and (3*, (2*, (1, 0) ) ) if C is (2*, (1, 0) )
Translation41 : 3' (AO')
where qY and 3' are the respective translations
4) Much controversy has been raised over the question of synonymy between
periphrastic and non-periphrastic types of causatives in Korean. It is often
claimed that the non-periphrastic causative has the meaning of direct causa-
tion, while the periphrastic causative or factitive has the meaning of indi-
rect causation. In the present treatment, however, this distinction is not
introduced to the translations of causatives.
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of:1'0 and B.5)
With these rules, we can now derive the following factitive phrases:
(42) a. [ [horagi-ka eukkeh ,
 ha] (1,0)
a'. [[ctake] (1 , 0) • ha] (2*, (1,0))
(43) a. c[makke] (2*, (1,0)) ha] (3*, (2*, (1,0)
a'. Hto1-11 makkei (1,0) ' ha]*(2 , (1,0))
a". [ [horagi-ka	 makkejo, ha] (1,0)
These factitive phrases then allow various case assignments shown in (37)
and (38) . (37a) can be derived from (42a) ; (37e) , from (42a') ; (38a) ,
from (43a) ; (38a') , from (43a') ; and finally (38a") , from (43a") . They
are repeated here:
(44=37) a. Mary-ka Hhoragi-ka Cukke] hayassta] (1,0)
a'. Mary-ka horagi-lil [ [eukke] hayassta] (2*, (1,0) )
(45=38) a. Mary-ka horagi-eke to1-11 [ [makke] hayassta]
(3*, (2*, (1,o) ))
a'. Mary-ka
	 makkejhayassta] (2*, (1,0) )
a". Mary-ka [ [horagi-ka
	 make] hayassta] (1,0)
This treatment of factitive constructions not only accounts for the varia-
tion of case assignment shown above, but also shows how concatenation is
constrained so that the following sentences are blocked:
(46) a. horagi-ka Mary-ka Cukke hayassta. ( (44a) )
b. Mary-ka to1-11 horagi-111 makke hayassta. (* (45a') )
Note that (46a) and (46b) are syntactically well-formed but not the same
as (44a) and (45a') , respectively. These sentences are blocked because
concetenation does not apply across the double bracket boundary.
5) The factitive or causative verb ha in Korean may have the following trans-
lations:
hate' (1,0) 213,13(VQ[Q	 CAUSEvp]
ha ( (1,o) (2*, (1,0))) .1P2,412X/1 [Sr. EVQ	 CAUSE P {y}]])
I will leave out the translations of ha of higher categories.
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On the other hand, the following sentences are obtained by concatenation:
(47) a. horaoi-111 Mary-ka [dukke hayassta] (=44a'))
b. horaoi-eke Mary-ka tol-il [make hayasata] (= (45a))
c. horaoi-111 Mary-ka, [to1-11 makke hayaasta] (=45a0)
Since [dukke hata] is of the category (2*, (1, 0) ) , it can derive either
(44a') or (47) by free concatenation. By the same process of free concate-
nation, we obtain (47b, c) as well as (45a, a') .
As Rule 60 shows, periphrastic causativization applies to a sentential
complement as well as to verbal phrases. But non-periphrastic causativiza-
tion applies to verbal phrases only. Thus the following analysis is ill-formed:
(48) *Hhoraoi-ka euk] o--, (1,0)
(49) is also ill-formed because causativization here is _being applied to a
sentence of the category 0:
(49) *Hhoraoi-ka tol-il mak] (1,0)
Hence, neither (37b) nor (38b") are derivable. On the other hand, the
following analysis is acceptable:
(50) Do1-41 mak] (1,0)-111 (2*, (1,0))
This is obtained by the non-periphrastic causativization of Rule 06, which
derives a causative verb phrase from a verb phrase of the category (1, 0).
The basic distinction between two types of causatives in Korean is syn-
tactic: the non-periphrastic causativization applies to verb phrases only,
while the periphrastic causativization applies to both verbal and sentential
complements ending in ke. Because of this distinction, they show variations
in case assignment. My proposed system RPTQ accounts for these varia-
tions by employing the device of case shifting and thus appropriately formu-
lating causative rules in Korean.
2. 3. In Korean, the desiderative verb siph-like takes a complement
phrase ending in ko and forms a periphrastic desiderative phrase. Here are
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some examples:
(51) a. 6uk-koci,or siph	'like to die'
die Comp like
b. mak-ko (2*, (1, 0) ) SiPh
	
'like to eat'
eat
c. ka-ko (3*, (1 2
 0)) SiPh
	
'like to go'
go
d. Cu-ko ( 3*, ( 2* , (12 0))) siph	'like to give'
give
The verb sip" concatenates with any kind of verb phrase.
But ordinarily that verb concatenates with a tenseless complement ending
in ko of the category (1, 0) '. We thus obtain the following sentences:
(52) a. na-nin [[cuk-ko] (ILP
	
siphta] (1,0)
I Top6) die Comp	 like
`I like to die'
b. na-Iiin [[sakwa-lil makko] (D o)' siphta] (Do)
apple
like to eat an apple'
c. na-nin [[Mary-eke ka-ko] (D o) r siphta] (1, 0)
go
like to go to Mary'
(53) a. na-nin HRoma-e ka-ko] (Do) ' sip hta] (1,0)
dirLoc
like to go to Rome'
b. na-nin HMary-eke sakwa-111 cu-ko](10)' sip hta] (1, 0)
apple	 give
like to give an apple to Mary'
These sentences are obtained by a rule of desiderative construction and the
Rule 4 of Sentence Formation.
6) The topic marker nin here is replacing a nominative case marker. Since the
substitution of a topic marker for a nominative case marker often makes
sentences sound more natural, from now on I will freely replace a nomina-
tive case marker with a topic marker whenever such a relacement does not
alter the basic meaning of a given sentence under discussion.
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Desiderative formation in Korean requires a verbal complement ending in
ko. The following rule derives such a complement:
(54) Complementation (ii)
Rule 51 F51( [CA) = [0-ko] A'y
where ko is a complementizer and A is any verbal
category of the form X0 such that X is a sequence of
categories.
Translation: identity mapping
This rule derives the following complements:
(55) ECellk]	 (1,o)'
(56) [Cmak C (2*, (1, o)) 	 (2*, (10) ) '
Note that this rule is not restricted to basic verbs; it can apply to derived
verb phrases as well.
(57) Usakwa-lil mak] (l,0) -koj (1,0),
The desiderative verb siph-like then takes these complements ending in
ko to form desiderative phrases according to the following rule:
(58) Desiderative Formation (preliminary)
Rule 70 F70 ( [01 A', Ea] (A' A) ) = ECM] A.7
where 6 is siph ; q5 is a verbal complement of the cate-
gory A' of the form X1 0 such that X is a string of
categories, which may be null.
Translation') 5' (°'p')
By this rule, we obtain:
(59) a. na-nin sakwa-lil makko siphta.
b. sakwa-hl na-nin makko siphta.
like to eat an apple'
7) The translation of the desiderative verb siph
 of the category ((1, 0)', (1, 0))
may be given below:
siph
	(1,0))	 AP Ax LIKE (x, yP {y) )
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These sentences are obtained by free concatenation and are synonymous to
each other. (59a) is subject to various syntactic analyses as shown in:
(60) a, na-nin sakwa-lil [makko siphta] (2*, (Io) )
b. na-nin Hsakwa-lil makko] siphta] (10)
But (59b) may not have the following analysis:
(61) *sakwa-lil Hna-nin makko] (2,0) siphta] (2,0)
This analysis violates one of the conditions on Rule 70 that requires the
input 95 to be of the category X10 such that the second term in the category
index is 1. This requirement is needed to guarantee that the subject of a
complement be controlled by the subject of the desiderative verb siph.
Instead of (61), sentence (59b) is obtained by the following analysis:
(62) nanin [makko siphta] (2*, (1,0) )
Case shifting may occur in desiderative formation. The following sentences
are acceptable to native speakers of Korean:
(63) a. na-nin sakwa-ka makko siphta.
b. na-nin Mary-eke sakwa-ka 6uko siphta.
like to give an apple to Mary'
Here, sakwa-apple, the object term phrase of mak-eat and of Cu-give,
is marked with a nominative case marker. This may be accounted for by
introducing the following case shiftings:
(64) [makko siph] (1*, (10))
[makko] (2*, 1,0»
(65) [r;uko siph] (3412 (1*, (1,0)) )
[Cuko] (3*, (2*, (1,0) )
In both (64) and (65), the accusative index 2 has shifted to the nomina-
tive case 1 when the complements each combine with the desiderative verb
siph.
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We now introduce the revised rule of desiderative formation incoporating
case shifting into it.
(66) Desiderative Formation (revised)
Rule 71 F71 ( [95]A', EC (A B) = NZ] B,
where 8 is sip", and B=A or B' if A'=---  X210 such that
B'=-X110.
Translation: b' (^O')
Case shifting is a syntactic process, although it is specified only at the
level of translation which case shifts to which. In Korean, the directional
term phrase of the verb ka-go may take the accusative case as in (67) :
(67) na-nin	 kanta.
Acc go
`I (will) go to Rome'
In order to account for the variation of case in (78), we simply subcat-
egorize the verb ka as belonging to both the category (4*, (1, 0)) and
(2*, (1, 0)), where the index 4 is a direcctional locative case index. Since
the verb contains the accusative case index 2 in its category index, we can
derive the following sentence:
(68) na-nin Roma-ka kako sip"ta.
Note that in (68) the goal Roma is marked with the nominative case index
1. Case shifting is not sensitive to the semantic role of an argument. It
applies to the formation of desideratives only if the complement verb is
marked with the case index 2.
. Conclusion
Complex predicates in Korean show many variations in case assignment.
In periphrastic causatives (makke ha) , for instance, the agent term phrase
of mak-eat may be assigned the nominative 1, the accusative 2 or the
dative case index 3. To account for such variations, my proposed grammar
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system RPTQ employs the device of case shifting which reassigns case
indices to newly derived complex verb phrases. These verb phrases then
concatenate with appropriately case-assigned term phrases to derive well-
formed sentences. Thereby RPTQ retains the functional character of concate-
nation rules and restricts the complexity of case assignment for complex
predicates to the lexical or phrasal level of syntactc analysis.
Case shifting is shown to be systematic. In passives and causatives, the
nominative case shifts to dative or accusative cases, while the accusative
case optionally shifts to the nominative case in desideratives. In the former
case, the gap in the category index created by case shifting is filled in
by other subsequent case shiftings. This makes each passive or causative
verb phrase retain the nominative case index. This accords with the one
minimum nominative requirement for case assignment.
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